


Can you answer the questions ?
1/ What is London the capital of ?

2/ Give three famous London monuments:
-
-
-
3/ What is special about schools in the United Kingdom ?

4/ Does the boy on the photo like his uniform ?

Can you solve the mystery sentence ? 



Complete this summary about the page:
     People d.............. tea in the British Isles. It is possible to eat  
c..........,  s............  with  j.......  or  c.............  with  tea  i...  t.....  
afternoon. One f............... sport is c...............: it is very s............  
but d..................... ! The money i.............. the euro, but the p...........
On the street, you can ask a b............. to give you the direction !
Can you d.............   and e......  in a pub ? Yes, you c........  : r.........  
b......... or f......... and c.......... !  
Find the mystery puzzle ! 





Questions:
What does the girl like for breakfast ? 

Does the boy like toast and jam ? 

What does he prefer ?

Find the mystery puzzle : 





Answer the questions: 
1/ What time do you drink tea in England ?

2/ What is the name of the traditional lunch on Sundays ? 

3/ What non-British food is very popular in the British Isles ? 

4/ Do the British people like sandwiches ? Do they like snacks ? 







Answer the questions :
1/ Where can you find a lot of kids in uniform ? 

2/  List the colours of uniforms: 

Complete the text: 
     Katherine ................  like uniforms. Andy .............  uniforms.  
James .............. like uniforms and Molly ................ uniforms.

Find the mystery puzzle : 







Solutions:
Page 1:
School uniforms, Big Ben, the Houses of Parliament: there are famous symbols in the 
British Isles !
Page 2: 
Do you want to play cricket ? Do you like tea ? Do you want to eat fish and chips ?
Page 3: 
What do you want to have for breakfast: eggs, sausages, bacon, toasts, or tomatoes ?
Page 4: 
Do you like uniforms at school ? Do you want to wear one ? Children wear a uniform at 
school in the British Isles ! 


